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Abstract7

This study gives an insight to how a leader can strategically gain competitive advantage in the8

targeted institute ie International Islamic University, Islamabad. After in depth interviews9

with the faculty members and other stakeholders along with observation, the situation seemed10

unpromising in terms of competitive uplift. The scenario explained is by the concept of the11

market of lemons where lemons don?t permit plums to survive as they are endangered by their12

talent. Few plums who manage to reach the top are also unaware of the real plums present13

down inside due to imperfect information provided by majority of threatened lemons.14

Terminology used for lemons is skilled incompetence as their focus is more on political15

networking and not on performance. However, the role of a strategic leader can bring a change16

since competing institutes are in no better position. IIUI unlike others had a strategic theme17

line but deviation to a popular trend is where the problems initiated. Revising the focus has18

become mandatory for key position holders who hold the power to take decisions. Suggestions19

also indicate how the problem of job security can be resolved which promotes political20

grouping and few propositions are given of how a leader must initiate change in the21

organization.22
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advantage in the targeted institute ie International Islamic University, Islamabad. After in depth interviews with27
the faculty members and other stakeholders along with observation, the situation seemed unpromising in terms28
of competitive uplift. The scenario explained is by the concept of the market of lemons where lemons don’t29
permit plums to survive as they are endangered by their talent. Few plums who manage to reach the top are also30
unaware of the real plums present down inside due to imperfect information provided by majority of threatened31
lemons. Terminology used for lemons is skilled incompetence as their focus is more on political networking and32
not on performance. However, the role of a strategic leader can bring a change since competing institutes are33
in no better position. IIUI unlike others had a strategic theme line but deviation to a popular trend is where34
the problems initiated. Revising the focus has become mandatory for key position holders who hold the power35
to take decisions. Suggestions also indicate how the problem of job security can be resolved which promotes36
political grouping and few propositions are given of how a leader must initiate change in the organization.37

ur study focuses on how a leader can strategically attain competitive advantage through influencing its38
members. Organization taken is International Islamic University.39

Competitive advantage is an advantage over competitors by offering greater value. It has been observed that40
within a few years 10% of IIUI faculty will be PhD. This is a high ratio as compared to the neighbouring41
Universities such as FAST, NUST etc which also provide high quality education. International Islamic University42
has edge over other universities as it is a public University and also gets international grants. The concern begins43
here whether the opportunities are grabbed to the fullest or even the existing ones aren’t availed.44
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3 SCENARIO 3

Strategic leadership is defined as a person’s ability to anticipate, envision, maintain flexibility, think45
strategically and work with others to initiate change that will create a viable future for the organization.46

When competitive leadership is difficult for competitors to understand and hence to imitate the firm has47
created a competitive advantage. Duane & Hitt (1999).48

It has been observed that competitive advantage in academia can be attained through discretionary behavior49
which can be done through interest and action alignment. Aligned actions are actions consistent with the50
University’s overall objective where as interest alignment is the alignment of the interest of members with the51
overall objective which means rewards and performance goals should be designed that faculty members see a52
common line of sight between goals and organization.53

Interviews, observations and other formal and informal means of data generation portrait an image of the54
organization which showed that action alignment is present as every faculty is well aware of the objectives and55
every individual is accountable for his/her actions that in anyway affects the work or the culture but the concept56
of interest alignment is blur. Action alignment is the capability and opportunity of doing things that help57
reach objectives. Interest alignment is alignment of personal interest to the interest of the overall organization.58
Capability exists and opportunities subsist but it has been examined that the factor of motivation in few cases59
is manipulated to attaining personal interest at the cost of the organization’s interest. This can be explained60
by three scenarios inculcating all three major stakeholders of an institute i.e. faculty members, students and61
administration.62

1 Scenario 163

An associate professor of ’x’ department is accountable to work for 9 credit hours, works for 6 credit hours and64
claims for 12 credit hours. Now why did this happen. Investigating it further we found two reasons.65

One is modus Vivendi when people group together and collectively agree to disagree. They are basically66
informal arrangements in political affairs, where one group member supports other on something that is legally67
unacceptable to protect vested interests. The other reason is job security. Maximum that can happen is a court68
case against a faculty member which may at the end result in his/her favour after years of investigation and69
manipulation.70

However the solution to this exists too i.e. to shift the concept of basic pay scale to contractual pay scale as it71
has been seen that many faculty members has been fired but they all were the ones who were at contractual pay72
scale as almost no legal processes has to be carried out to fire them. Every employee’s if shifted to that would73
know that they will be fired if seen practicing unethical behaviors. This solution applies to the second scenario74
as well.75

2 Scenario 276

This scenario gives an insight of administrative staff that spends half their time in unproductive work due to77
modus Vivendi and interestingly this university has the greatest number of administrative staff if compared to78
the number of students they are supposed to facilitate. However, their actions depict a complete opposite picture79
for what they are hired for. Buses timings, lab timings, procedures are not practiced according to the rules but80
are practiced according to staff’s convenience.81

3 Scenario 382

Students when faced with such treatment get frustrated and take out their frustration in damaging university’s83
property. This culture is continually promoted by many similar actions.84

The harm of job security can be explained by a hypothetical example. An employee e.g. a coordinator in faculty85
of management sciences is creating problem for the department due to continuous complain the chairperson writes86
to the rector or vice president to him/her transferred to another faculty. The application gets approved and then87
the employee gets transferred to another department e.g. faculty of Islamic law and banking. After 3 years88
of observation the chairperson of that department finds problem in the employee’s working, follows the same89
procedure and gets the employee transferred to another faculty, same happens again and finally the employee get90
transferred back to faculty of management sciences. So it gets pointless transferring one problematic employee91
in the same organization to different departments.92

Leader of IIUI has to work on two levels: macro level and the micro level. Macro level here is taken as aligning93
all faculties to one common purpose as from years it has been seen that many faculties have very contradictory94
objectives that lead them to two totally opposite direction. One is Faculty of management sciences that believes95
in western modernism the other is Usuluddin that is an extreme on the other end of an extent.96

Micro level is alignment within a department. Where did the problem start from? It initiated from the theme97
line made prior to the development and later deviating from the theme created more confusion. The theme98
was to merge the Islamic and modern studies but what actually happened was one faculty adopted one point99
of the theme i.e. modernism and the other completely stuck to the Islamic. The idea began with the strategic100
decision that was based on differentiation. However instead of focusing to the differentiated strategy that no101
other university had or still has in the market, IIUI followed the popular decision. Popular decision or actions102
refers to excessively followed trend.103
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To create alignment within the faculty it is necessary to create interest alignment along with action alignment104
and for the right reason/purpose.105

It is the role of a leader to create a link by lining up action and interest and also following the strategic theme106
line for the future. This can only be done by reviewing past mistakes and avoiding them in future.107

It is possible and fruitful to identify major events that have already happened, irrevocably and that will have108
predictable affects in the next decade and two, It is possible, in other words to identify and prepare for the future109
that has already happened. Peter Drucker ??1997) Keeping a link between past and present may help working110
better for future. This is mandatory if a leader looks forward to value addition and achieving an edge, In difficult111
times, a credible leader thinks into the future, while working effectively in the present (Quist, 2009).112

Strategic leadership may prove to be one of the most critical issues facing organizations. Without effective113
strategic leadership the probability that a firm can achieve superior or even satisfactory performance is114
questionable.115

Strategic leadership theorists (Hambrick and Mason, 1984) assert that top management is crucial to firm116
outcomes because of the decisions they are empowered to make and because ultimately they account for what117
happens to the organization ??Hambrick 1989) Another dilemma that exists in this organization is the lack of118
trust, where the concept of in-group and out-group greatly prevails. It is believed that only the members of in-119
group would be benefited or only those members have the ability to shape the decisions (ingroup members of the120
authorities). Therefore leader has to be democratic when it comes to taking a decision on a broader forum which121
affects almost the entire faculty. So such misconceptions which are deeply rooted could be taken out and also there122
would be less motivational elements that should encourage being a part of ingroup. The role/responsibilities of123
a strategic leader is very high in as the entire organization rests on his/her decisions. This is crucial in academia124
as researchers and leaders whether it comes to leading the faculty or students where capacity to learn focuses on125
not only the ability to perform and produce but also the willingness to further invest in one in terms of adding126
knowledge. Managerial wisdom however has more to do with leadership than management as wisdom have more127
to do with experiences than managing. Also learning brings change. Keeping one flexible, to absorb new objects128
means that one has the capacity to change since change cannot be brought through lecturing. There is an implicit129
assumption that strategic leaders are the guiding force behind organizational learning.130
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5 Lahteenmaki,Toivonen & Matilla,2001)132

There is an opposing view as well given by Boal and Schultz (2007) They argue that the behavior and structure133
of an organization emerges out of the interaction of a collection of organizational agents. Seemingly, there is no134
role for strategic leadership because the system self-organizes. To be realistic or maybe blunt at this point the135
concept of self management comes later or again comes from the efforts once practiced by the leader. However136
this organization at present is in strong need of a leader who understands what is happening at the micro level.137
This can be done when he/she is transparent i.e. accessible to everyone, to all stake holders not just to the138
departmental heads, deans or chair persons of different departments. Seeing one side of a picture would put the139
organization into further troubles.140

Through dialogue and storytelling, strategic leaders shape the evolution of agent interactions and construct141
the shared meanings that provide the rationale by which the past, the present, and the future of the organization142
coalesce Boal and Schultz (2007). It has been observed by many authors that leaders cannot only rely on their143
ability but also value people and believe that they have something valuable to contribute. Even if a leader has the144
knowledge and skills to deal successfully with turbulence and the ability and commitment to learn but does not145
value people, there is no purpose in the effort (Quist, 2009). For this the leader through both direct and indirect146
communication convey this to employees that he/she is willing to take their ideas and is always there to listen to147
them. The employees feel leadership wants their ideas if a leader does open discussion, and provides some means148
for all the employees to be able to communicate their concerns to leadership (Quist, 2009). Also the problem with149
focusing on this can be as described by Casabeer & Mark (2009) When assessing leaders against competencies150
there is a tendency to interpret behavior according to these predefined categories. Thus, in effect, the framework151
becomes a self-fulfilling prophecy whereby individuals redefine themselves in terms of the corporate language.152

What is important is to engage the person in dialogue to reveal and clarify his/her purpose at work rather153
than presenting him/her with a pre-defined set of competencies to acquire. By ensuring clarity of purpose, it is154
argued the appropriate competencies will emerge naturally within a given situation. This research would thus155
imply that ’competence’ is a socially constructed set of meanings rather than a definable list of attributes and/or156
behaviours to acquire. ??asabeer & Mark(2009).157

However IIUI at this very point in time strongly needs a leader that can keep a check in its own strategic ways158
as already mentioned that this is a public university which means that the jobs of the staff are secure. This as159
observed in Pakistan’s context that job security moves the focus away from performance to political relations.160
As career development paths are ambiguous.161
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8 PROPOSITION 1

6 a) The market for lemons162

The internal functioning of organizations particularly public sector organizations in Pakistan can be related to163
the concept of market of lemons presented by Akerlof. However we are going to present it in a different way.164
These organizations have lemons almost at every position. However by any chances if a plum is recruited who165
is more competent, educated, better experienced than lemons then what happens is that lemons start taking166
the plum as threat, specially the lemons present in key positions that are further motivated by their in-group to167
network with the key positioned lemons. In other words the in-group full of skilled incompetence aims to secure168
their positions and the one way to secure is through clearing their paths by removing plums. Therefore the mere169
presence of lemons destroys the market for quality goods (plums). However even if a plum manages to reach170
to the top positions even then he/she can’t help other plums grow due to imperfect information available and171
communication from limited sources such as from major position holders. Therefore plum managers need to look172
for a way in which they can signal other plums present.173

7 b) Hope to excel174

When a quick look is given to one organization the scenario seems pretty unpromising. However still it can175
manage to get a competitive position. How? Because organizations with which IIUI is competing is in no better176
position than IIUI as explained in the game theory. However this is not where an organization is relieved. This177
is where an organization needs to take a step to step ahead. |Here is where the need for a strategic leader begins.178
In such scenarios it is the easiest to gain an edge. It isn’t as simple as it seems Year but it isn’t impossible when179
it comes to serious implementation.180

8 Proposition 1181

Positive alignment and similarity between attitudes of leader and followers enhance employee performance.182
An attitude is a hypothetical construct that represents an individual’s degree of like or dislike for something.183

Attitudes are generally positive or negative views of a person towards some, place, thing, or event-this is often184
referred to as the attitude object.185

In leadership research, similarity between leaders and followers attitudes has predominantly been analyzed as186
a predictor of leader-member exchange (e.g., ??eluga, 1998; ??ose, 1999). Similarity has also been examined187
in terms of value congruence as a mediator of transformational leadership (e.g., ??ung & Avolio, 2000). When188
discussing similarity, the following distinctions have to be made. First, one should distinguish between surface-189
level and deep-level similarity ??Hiller & Day, 2003). Surface-level similarity refers to demographic characteristics190
such as gender, age, and ethnic background (social category diversity; Jehn, Northcraft, & Neale, 1999). Deep-191
level similarity is based on more psychological characteristics such as values, personality, and attitudes (Harrison,192
Price, & Bell, 1998). Whereas, indicators of surface-level similarity are salient and, consequently, likely to be193
perceived very quickly, indicators of deep-level similarity have to be derived from observed behaviors and/or194
interaction and communication. Positive deep level similarity can enhance performance. If the focus of both the195
leader and the member is to contribute in terms of efforts then deep level similarity can help an organization196
to be more emotionally integrated. When there is emotional alignment among the people of an organization197
it results in an emotional integration of the whole organization. This further can help people understand each198
other’s capabilities and only then their best utilization is possible. In a broader perspective, linked with the199
same identity, gives individuals a sense of belonging that emotionally connects every employee to the ethos of200
their work place ??Samantra & Goshal, 2002). Employees working collectively through shared knowledge with201
common objectives, integrates the organization in a more intellectual and social emotional, intellectual, way.202

If the employees are emotionally connected, it makes them feel special, as if they fit,and that their future203
seems bright. It is really necessary for the leader to change employees’ attitudes from negative to positive,204
create attitudinal allignment and enhance employees as well as organizational success. It is the role of a leader205
to not let politics come into play. The factors that influence positively to attitudinal alignment and increase206
worker performance require that leaders must understand some of the underlying elements that may create207
behaviorally distant workers. The leader should have a distinctive ability to distinguish between real soldiers and208
actors. As employees who focuses solely on impression management and in result gets compensated destroys the209
entire climate of the organization. It is important to discuss that only positive attitudinal match can contribute210
to performance. Therefore, some elements leaders should consider like identifying and communicating priorities.211
Leaders can start changing employees’ attitudes to a positive mindset by identifying and communicating priorities.212
Setting priorities with employees helps them to focus on important tasks. The emotional aspects include the213
unique culture that differentiates each business as well as the emotional connectivity that makes people tickthe214
often untold story of why your employees show up each day. If the leader succeeds in doing this then a deep215
collaborative culture.216

Collaboration depends on mutual trust and friendship. Employees with complementary traits or with a217
personality match can develop trust and friendship quickly. These two factors help in the execution of shared218
knowledge and create value. These aspects are the key factors towards building a more collaborative and219
transparent culture. Such a culture of the organization is clearly connected to its business purpose. The people220
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it employs are more aligned right from the outset, as the culture of any organization plays a role in attracting221
talent.222

If the leader do well in creating a collaborative environment, discourages solely impression management acts223
and communicate priorities clearly such as work is to be rewarded not political bonding then employees willingness224
to develop and grow can has a positive impact on employee leader relationship.225

9 Proposition 2226

Employee’s willingness to develop and grow has a positive impact on employee-leader relationship, and ultimately227
motivates the employee to perform better.228

Employer wants employee performance and employee can perform best only when he is willing to develop both229
personally and professionally. Growth need strength is a personal attribute that concerns a person’s desire to230
grow and develop as an individual. As an explanatory construct, growth need strength is a central concept in231
understanding the influence of job characteristics ??Kulik & Oldham, 1988).232

Graen and Scandura (1987) contended that having some work group members with job-growth potential233
(ability) and the motivation to accept challenges beyond their job descriptions contributes to the success of234
leader-follower exchanges. Employee willingness to grow can foster through making processes transparent. In235
the case of IIUI employees are not aware of how their ACR’s are being evaluated. Therefore they feel threatened236
and forces themselves to engage in developing relationships with their boss which mostly includes the element of237
impression management. Therefore Their ACR’s should be explicitly discussed specially about the areas where238
they are poorly ranked so employees are clear about their path.239
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11 Proposition 3241

We feeling/sharing similar mind sets is difficult to establish, impossible to imitate and extremely crucial to foster242
an environment which encourages improved performance.243

Having similar mindsets would not only give direction to what to do but also when to do that it would best244
serve the organization. This is what is referred to as action alignment.245

To achieve action alignment it is necessary to have both a shared mind set between employee and the246
organization and the resulting behavioral outputs from employees leading to attainment of strategic goals of247
the organization ??Colvin,2007).248

In ”Corporate Culture and Performance,” Kotter and Heskett show that companies with strong adaptive249
cultures based on shared values and mindset outperformed other companies by a significant margin. Over an250
eleven-year period, companies that emphasized all stakeholders -employees, customers and stockholders, and251
focused on leadership development, grew four times faster than companies that did not. They also found that252
these companies had job creation rates seven times higher, had stock prices that grew twelve time faster and profit253
performance that was 750 times higher than companies that did not have shared values and adaptive cultures.254

Sharing a WE feeling between leader/member is extremely important only then the members would be willing255
to go an extra when they recognize the fact that benefit and loss are mutually shared at all levels. Herbert Simon256
(1991) observed that doing the job well is not mainly a matter of responding to commands, but it is much more257
a matter of taking initiatives to advance organizational objectives.258

However organization effectiveness is best achieved when the focus is not only on action alignment but also259
when it works for achieving interest alignment. Interest alignment is when individual interests are aligned with260
organizational interest.261

We feeling can more easily be created when everyone takes the same meaning of terminologies which are262
frequently used e.g. flexible working hoursnot coming isn’t flexibility in academia also the term due favours refers263
to favours that are allowed and aren’t given at an expense of someone’s else’s right. In such organizations we264
have seen that terminologies are misinterpreted intentionally and unintentionally. Therefore certain factors needs265
to be explicitly expressed.266

12 Proposition 4267

Congruence of individual goal to organizational goal can bring competitive advantage by encouraging discre-268
tionary behaviors.269

This propositions talks about interest alignment along with action alignment. Where discretionary behavior,270
behaviors that cannot be specified in advance and also that contribute positively to organization becomes a source271
of competitive advantage since they cannot be imitated.272

Value creation is derived from unspecifiable employee action Colvin & Boswell (2007).273
Routine behaviors are behaviors that are explicitly mentioned in job descriptions and definitely due to this274

very reason they can be easily imitated. ??arney (1991) Routine job behaviors are likely to reap only average275
returns given that they are readily imitated.276

By acknowledging that management cannot foresee every situation, employee make judgments and use277
discretion to do the right things Colvin & Boswell (2007) For the organizations to do well, it is not enough278
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12 PROPOSITION 4

for employees to accept commands literally, what is required is that employee take initiatives and apply all their279
knowledge and skills to advance the achievement of organizational objectives.280

Discretionary employee behavior that are difficult to specify in advance are particularly valuable to organiza-281
tions because, unlike routine job performance, they are difficult for competitors to replicate (Lawler,1994).282

There has been periodic recognition that it is ultimately employee behaviors, rather than the human resource283
practices themselves, that are the source of value creation for the organization (e.g. ??acDuffie, 1995; ??chuler284
& Jackson, 1987; ??right & Snell, 1998) If overall system is reviewed and the above factors incorporated then285
genuine behaviours can easily be distinguished from political or impression management acts. This change is time286
consuming and requires complete renovation of the entire structure. IIUI has its core competency as it provides287
quality education Year to both the segregated units of male and female campuses. However to continually upgrade288
the quality education the faculty needs to be satisfied and competent plums needs to be given a chance to excel289
whereas lemons need to not only respect plums but also work with them to upgrade their KSA’s. Creating an290
environment of mutual trust and friendship can emotionally integrate the entire work force to create a culture291
which helps everyone to contribute their maximum and in return rewarded fairly. For this it is important to shift292
every employee from basic pay scale to contractual pay scale which gives less job security and only performance293
would be the ultimate reason for existence, not relying on modus Vivendi. Politics in organization is simply294
a fact of life and cannot be avoided completely. But due to excessive politics in the organization politics have295
become a state of mind by which every genuine act is misinterpreted as impression management that greatly296
discourages loyalty, Porter (1976) argued that perceptions are important to study and to understand even if they297
are misperceptions of actual events, with particular reference to organizational politics. 1 2

Figure 1:
298
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